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An accessible look at the art of investing and how to adopt the practices of top professionals What

differentiates the highly successful market practitioners - the Market Wizards - from ordinary

traders? What traits do they share? What lessons can the average trader learn from those who

achieved superior returns for decades while still maintaining strict risk control? Jack Schwager has

spent the past 25 years interviewing the market legends in search of the answers - a quest

chronicled in four prior Market Wizards volumes totaling nearly 2,000 pages. In The Little Book of

Market Wizards, Jack Schwager seeks to distill what he considers the essential lessons he learned

in conducting nearly four dozen interviews with some of the world's best traders. The book delves

into the mindset and processes of highly successful traders, providing insights that all traders should

find helpful in improving their trading skills and results.Each chapter focuses on a specific theme

essential to market successDescribes how all market participants can benefit by incorporating the

related traits, behaviors, and philosophies of the Market Wizards in their own tradingFilled with

compelling anecdotes that bring the trading messages to life, and direct quotes from the market

greats that resonate with the wisdom born of experience and skill Stepping clearly outside the

narrow confines of most investment books, The Little Book of Market Wizards focuses on the value

of understanding one's self within the context of successful investing.
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I had the opportunity to read the first book of the series Market Wizards and I felt very impressed

with the amount of useful information that I could extract from the multiple interviews made by the

author. Well this time I've found something even more precious, a resume of the most important

features that successful traders have in common compiling the work of over 20 years, It's a

wonderful book full of important insights made by probably one of the best trading authors in the

entire world. Important tips inside that would be very useful for beginners up to professional traders.

This audio book discusses some of the recurring themes in the following books by Jack Schwager:

Market Wizards, The New Market Wizards, Stock Market Wizards, and Hedge Fund Market

Wizards. At first it disappointed me, since it omitted some of the four source books' important

themes, but after listening to it a few times I accepted it on its own terms, likening it to a tasting

menu at a restaurant. Bottom line: this is a useful audio book -- great for listening to during the daily

commute. I've listened to it around a dozen times already.

Great summary of the main book, and gets down to the important points in as few pages as

necessary. This book is a great refresher when you are having some down days and getting inside

your head when trading. But I think the main book deserves a read as it dives deeper into each

trader and their stories.

Why? I found so many trading patterns that I employ with enhancements which improve results. The

quotes are memorable and useful. A good combination.

Gives you a good overview of how successful professional traders trade in the markets. It basically

shows you a couple of principles the market wizards applied to achieve great success. The book is

very useful to those who are very new to trading. The more experienced traders will be reminded of

some very basic principles of trading which are surprisingly obvious but nonetheless are often

forgotten when it counts.If you are looking for the "magic formula", well you won't find it in this book.

As usual, Jack has come out with another gem. There is so much to learn from his books and

interviews. Real life incidents make this book so useful. There is so much relatedness that the

actual investor-trader can see in real life examples.Many times in past, I just could not understand

my intuition. Thanks to Jack, I pay a hell lot of attention to them.Jack, Thanks a lot for introducing

world's greatest traders and their practical approach to us.All who hv read his MW series will find



this book very refreshing.So much practical and full of sense.In the trading and investment world,

there are very few authors who have a real knack for writing. I am glad I read his books many years

back and still hv them on my CPU to keep on reminding me not to do stupid things and follow my

rules and the methodology that suits my personality.Thank you Jack for guiding so much over all

these years. I just could not put down your latest book till I completed it in last three days.My best

wishes to you for your all endeavors.With lots of regards,Janak Merchant

What more can there be said about the author, he knows his subject, he has an in depth knowledge

of the trading business, he knows the best traders out there and best off all he knows how to tell

their stories. It is simply a delight to read and listen to his books, Bravo Jack Schwager!!! and thank

you for bringing this rich knowledge and information to us.

I have the Market Wizards and New Market Wizards before reading this Little Book. This is good as

a little summary and quick recap of the key attributes and principles that guide the successful

investors/traders. For more in depth stuff, obviously you will have to go back to Market Wizards

longer series. I will definitely suggest people to start from the main books. And have this Little Book

as a quick recap.
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